In Pakanasink, colorful posters remind students of the Pakanacitizen rules.

We are Pakanacitizens!!

1. We listen and follow directions.

2. We are kind and considerate in words and actions and are always respectful of others.

3. We work quietly and play safely.

4. We take responsibility for our classwork and homework and meet all requirements for special classwork.

5. We take care of personal, school and community property and respect the property of others.

P.S. And we don’t chew gum!!!

The poster is bordered with bright, multi-colored handprints.
Pakanasink Elementary
Conduct Colors

Be responsible for your own behavior and always follow the Pakanacitizen rules!

BLUE: Awesome Job! Your behavior exceeds expectations!

GREEN: Good Job! Your behavior meets expectations.

YELLOW: Be Careful! Your behavior is below expectations. You need to show improvement!

RED: Your behavior is unacceptable in our school. You need to review the Pakanacitizen Rules and make better choices!

The poster is framed by many brightly colored drawings of school themes.